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Tom's Guide is supported by his audience. When you purchase through links on our site, you can earn an affiliate commission. View More View More View View More View More View More View More View is supported by the viewer of the Tom Guide. When you purchase through links on our site, you can earn an
affiliate commission. View More View More View More View More View View More View More View View More View More View You can download and save email attachments such as music, videos, and documents. Although you view most attachments in the email, it is useful if you want to download the attachments in
the email directly to your iPhone, review them later. As long as the app is in iPhone-compatible format, downloading, saving and opening attached files is quick and simple. Tap the Mail icon on the home screen to open Mail on your iPhone. Tap the email with the download app. Emails with attachments have ataş icon
that indicates that a file has been added to the email. Tap the attached file and wait for the file to download and open with Quick Look, the iPhone's file display program. To open the file with a specific app, tap and hold the app, and then select the app to use. If it's an additional photo or video, tap and hold the



attachment, and then choose Save Picture or Video from the drop-down menu. The file is saved to your Camera Roll. Tap Photos from the home screen to open your Camera Roll and view your saved file. iPhone 3GS and 3G owners, plus iPod Touch users, plug it into your computer and time to download iOS4. It's right
here. The curtain has been withdrawn from the iPhone 4, and the list of new features is great: There is ... Read More We are receiving reports that iOS4 is being streamed live and it is currently being downloaded by users. If it is not yet alive for you, so keep this update button hammer. (Because if you can't get it, then
things can slow things down for people. I'm a kid, I'm a kid.) You should have downloaded iTunes 9.2 (and run a manual backup if you haven't already). This is the only way to get brand new features from Apple's latest operating system, which announced a few months ago, including multitasking, fast app switching, local
notifications and iBooks. For a list of the best new features, mosey is here, otherwise check out the official line of Apple below. [Apple] Update: And here are direct links to the update, TUAW courtesy&gt; You don't need to wait for iTunes to say you're ready for an update in this way. IT.iPod Touch 2GiPod Touch
3GiPhone 3GiPhone 3GiPhone 3GSand iPhone 4 To install these, press the update link while holding down the option button so you can choose the fiel you downloaded from your hard drive. Android Most of the themes we are talking about are on the home screen, so it is important to be themed to the launcher.
However, the only area of your phone Theme. Even without system-wide themes like TouchWiz, Sense UI and so on, it's possible - nay, easy - themes in many parts of your phone. Then let's get our theme! While Google's Messenger app brings color to its conversations, the colors are random, and what's more,
Messenger is ridiculously bright. Textra is one of the best SMS apps on Android, and one of its many touted features is its theme customization. Do you want a dark theme? Dark or AMOLED black, Textra caught you. Do you want to make text bubbles between circles, squares, or somewhere? Textra is ready for all of
them. Want to change the manufacturer emoji you see with Google's emoji? Or iOS emoji? Textra has some plugins for this. Textra's themed theme is the closest topic you can get to the look of iMessage on Android, without the hassle of seeing green for people who aren't Apple members. Textra's colors and shapes are
highly customizable and allow you to pair Textra with your theme, which is great because when you use the Textra pop-up to respond to text, it means you'll match the home screen it's on. Download Textra (Free, $2.99) Twitter - Talon Talon is one of many major Twitter customers with customizable layout and theme.
Talon allows you to adjust the light, dark, or AMOLED black base theme, as well as choose both the primary and accent color in your theme. Another benefit is that here you can use a bright basic theme during the day, including a night mode, and a user set allows you to use a darker basic theme during the 'night' period.
The ability to customize themes, as well as feed layouts and scrollable homepages, allows the Talon to fit quite nicely in the use case that can be for any theme and twitter, to check the latest tweets from favorite AC nerds of recorded calls for weekly live Tweets. Download Talon ($1.49) Dialer - Simpler Dialer Simple
Dialer had its latest caller ID feature and themes that pulled me into applying what was the ease of use and simple layout, but what simpler Pro took me to buy and use on HTC's converter. Simpler themes are a little more basic than Textra or Talon, but you can still get a dark theme and choose from 40 theme colors. If
you don't want pictures to have contacts without random colors, you can also set them to plain gray or your theme color. Download Caller ID and Dialer by Simpler (Free) File manager — Solid Explorer Solid Explorer has been my file manager for years thanks to its amazing feature set, including the ability to transfer my
movies from Google Drive to MX Player. Solid Explorer's themes allow you to select a highlight color for action buttons, subheadings, and progress bars, as well as the primary color for bars and icons. You can also customize the appearance of your icons. Solid Explorer (Free, $1.99) Weather - 1Weather 1Weather
theme was a constant of my theme articles for easy widgets, was, the application itself is also temeable. 1Weather allows you to choose a background, accent color, and white or black icons for the app. This would be better if you could choose a similar dark theme to what 1Weather had before its Material Design update
last year. Now, even if you choose dark icons and a dark background, you can get white cards that you need to deal with in the app for detailed information. Don't get me wrong, you can still get the weather, theme and weather app that suits your life, but you want it to be a little brighter. Download 1Weather (Free, $1.99)
Best Galaxy Z Fold 2 OnePlus 8T, a ton of excellent Android phones released in 2020. Of everything that arises, what stands out best overall? Silver linings playbook Due to a combination of factors including turbulent market forces, materials and chip changes and a global pandemic, 2020 was actually a banner year for
quality, affordable smartphones. I hope that once you find dust in this terrible year, we'll have something good left. There are a number of smartwatches that are powerful and smart and come at an angle of premium materials with a robust package of new Zepp Z well-being features. Running its own software flavor, it has
a battery life of 15 to 30 days between charges, but this software is left out in the cold for two key smartwatch features. The theme helps you to make your device more your own as it's great to be strong enough to customize your device yourself. With the power of Android, you can use third-party launchers to add custom
icon themes, and these are just some of our favorites. Source: Apple.com a new report by app store analytics firm App Annie has crowned the best iOS apps of all time. More than anything, rankings reveal that even as iPhones change and operating systems evolve, our habits haven't changed much in the last few years
when it comes to our favorite apps. In fact, if you try to guess the most popular iOS apps just by looking at your own phone, it may not be far away. Sarah Perez dominates the list of top 10 most downloaded apps, such as reports for TechCrunch, Google, Apple and Facebook. Facebook's main app ranks first, and the
company is second on the list, Facebook messenger is second, Instagram is fourth and WhatsApp is sixth. Google's YouTube is in third place, and Google Maps is in eighth place. Apple's Find My iPhone comes in seventh place, while iTunes U ranks tenth. Rounding out the top 10 are Microsoft's Skype in fifth place and
Twitter in ninth. Source: In Blog.appannie.com 10 apps, users in the U.S. turn the head on downloads. These applications have shown remarkable staying power, and Perez said that although most of the applications are older than four years, continue to make millions of downloads per month. This means that most
users have apps that they install when they get their first iPhone or iPad, and apps that they install when they upgrade from an older model to a new device. One or more of these apps are quite likely to be installed on your iPhone or iPad. Although the list of the top 10 most profitable apps looks quite different from the list
of the most popular apps, the winners of this list are a fairly logical group, if not as easy as guessing. As you can imagine, dating and entertainment apps dominate. Pandora is led, following messaging app LINE, dating app Zoosk, Apple's Pages, streaming service Spotify, dating app Badoo, Skype, MLB.com At Bat,
dating app Grindr, and LINE PLAY. Interestingly, app Annie Pandora's top ranking says she is driven by U.S. users, who have actually contributed all the revenue. Also, Skype was the only app that appeared on both the most downloaded and most profitable lists. At $9.99, Apple's Pages is the only app on the list to
create all the revenue of paid downloads. All other applications work on a freemium model. Pages became free for all new iOS devices in October 2013, but its historic revenue took its place on app Annie's list. Perez notes that most best practices with downloads and revenue are best practices with monthly active use,
with the exception of when it comes to China. In China, where users prefer local apps, none of the 19 apps in App Annie's download and revenue rankings are in the top 50 by monthly active users. When it comes to the most downloaded iOS games, Candy Crush, unsurprisingly, claims the top spot following popular
household names Fruit Ninja and Angry Birds. Perez notes that seven of the top 10 games have a scrolling mechanism, nine out of 10 are casual games, and 10 are older than two. Clash of Clans and Candy Crush are the two most downloaded and most downloaded revenue lists, with Clash of Clans in first place and
Candy Crush in second place. While big companies like Google and Facebook dominate when it comes to the most downloaded apps for iOs, Sarah E. Needlman reports for the Wall Street Journal that surprisingly small companies are behind some of the most popular games for some iPhones. Several video game
heavyweights, such as Electronic Arts, are on the list, while Candy Crush from King Digital is number one in downloads and number two in revenue. Supercell's Clash of Clans appears on each list, as do the Finnish company Hay Day and Boom Beach. A common feature of the games on both list is that it is free to
download and play. Gear &amp; Style Cheat Sheet: Sheet:'
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